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We show that the General Metrization Problem posed by the advent of Urysohn’s Theorem has 
solutions other than those in Bing’s Theorem and its generalizations, and give a theorem that uses 
no counterpart o Bing’s discr’eteness or (any of its generalizations such as) local finiteness or 
the closure preserving property or the cushion property. There, metrizability is equated to some 
sort of Regularity, with the separating open sets (of a closed set and a point) coming in in a specific 
manner from a specific family. 
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metrizatioa ‘Bing a-disjoint collection 
no ‘discreteness or local finiteness or closure 
preserving property or cushion property 
regularity-like condition for metrizatFon 
Urysohn’s metrization theorem [28,29] smce its inception in 1923 had posed the 
SO called General Metrization Problem, which calls for a characterizattion f 
metrizability capabla of reducing simply and obviously to Urysohn’s as a special case, 
until i_@ almost identical solution by Bing 161, Nagata [21] and Smirnov [24] almost 
simultaneously in 1950, no doubt inspired by Stone’s discovery that all metric spaces 
are paracompact [26]. One may expect, one would imagine, there to be more than 
one’posiible ‘chaacterization that reduces to Urysohn’s result, simply and obviously. 
There is after all no compelling reason to insist on a certain exclusive direction of 
generalization. The fact-is ince BingoNagata-Smirnov wehave had Arhangel3kiL 
Stone [2,5,27], Arhangel’skii-Jones 13, 4, 11, 123, Nagata’s Double Sequence 
Theorem [22,23], Nagami [19,20], etc. and we have shown that all these together 
with BingoNagata4nknov <we special cases of one theorem, Theorem 2.1 of [lo], 
and*all reduce to Urysohn with equal facility. One may now argue though, all these 
theorems are generalizations of BingoNagata-Smimov, in the sense that the 
discreteness of, Bing ,and the local finiteness of Nagata-Smimov on which their 
theorem turn are merely replaced in these other theorems by the closure preseruhg 
property or the cushiu~~ property [!f, lo], calling to mind the famous triology of 
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M&a&s OQ ~~rn~egg [16,.17,18] and these theorems may even be held up 
as a clinching ev’idence of the “exhaustiveness” of this type of solution. Be that as it 
may, we produce nevertheless Theorem 1 below that mentions not the slightest of 
any notion vaguely related to the cushion property, the closure preserving proper@ 
or any of its variants, but nwerthelem tibviously subsumes~Ury&hn~ MetrizabWy is 
equated with some property no more complicated than Regularity-and hat is the 
value of the theorem. There is also a corollary to this theorem that characterizes 
very simply met&ability among countably compact spaces, in the manner of 
keIder*s [8,25] characterization of met&ability among compact spaces. 
After the statement and proof of Theorem 1 and those of the corollaries, we 
indude irstrengthened version of Bing, an easy consequence of Theorem 2.1 of [lo], 
(see also [9D as Theorem 4 for comparison, so that readers may see how the cushion 
property requirement is shed. 
Tkomm I. A TO space Xij met&able if a& only if there is a a-disjoint collection, 
86 - Ulam J&, of open se& sat&&ing: Given any eked set C c Xand any x g C, there is 
wh a fini& subset F of N that, if, for every i E F, we wtite 
u+U(B:xEB~&fQ, Vi = (_j(B: XL B E &}, 
we have x E U (which is open), Cc V (which is open and U n V = 8). 
Roof. That such a condition is sufkient for met&ability is clear from Theorem 2.1 
of [10&l if one sees in every open set A f A& the disjoint pair {A, UBz B E & B P 
A)). 
To prove thatt on every metrizable space there is such a collection of open sets, one 
invokes the theorem of Kowalsky’s that says that every metric space may be 
embedded into a countable product of gehogs [l, 4,141 itself derived easily from 
B& and prd to construct the required collection of open sets 6n that product 
of hedgehogs. Given one hedgehog H’ (of spininess (r), the spurts being Pabelled by 
the ordinab smal!er than CT (i.e. in the IN% a), elements on spine 6 described as (x, e), 
x E [O, 11 and She points (0, e), 6C QI, identified; we have for r = 4; $, $; $, $, 8, g; . . . 
For any (y, q) on the hedgehog and a.ny iopen interval (on the same spine), ((a, +q), 
(b, q)), around itf there dearly being Q, rz5 r3 srichs that a c rl < r2 c y e 11’3 C b, and .it, 
’ Tkomn 2.1 of [lOI is proved by comng on a space ndowed with enough disjoint pairs, 
in some partkuk way9 a symmetric ~1 I[Y, 153; w&h in this partigular case is defined so that, if 
x f Y+ l/p(x, y) is the smakst i for which the dkm~ily s#~ provides x, y with HausdorfI separation. 
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the collection u(&,: r = $, $, $, . . .} ’ IS a o-disjoint family of open sets @which generates 
separating open sets (of closed sets and points) in the specified manner. In the case of 
a countable product of hedgehogs (all of which we may of course assume to be of 
spininess a), if we write J& for the set of preimages of members of & under the 
projection on the nth coordinate, the collection 
can be seen to be a +disjoint family of open sets with the separating property 
required in Theorem 1. Cl 
Corokry 2 (Urysohn). Among second countable To spaces, Met&ability is equivalent 
to Regularity. 
Prooff. If {At: i E N) is a base, then (_&&Al, -Cl Ai} is a c-disjoint family of open 
sets, which trivially generates the separating open sets in the specified manner if the 
space is regular. 0 
If a family {Zi: i E a} of families %$ of pairwise disjoint open sets in a space X that 
has the following property: Given x, y E X, there exist i E a and A, B E S& with x E A 
and y E B, is to be called a HausdorB Family, and a Countable Hausdoti Family in 
the case that a is countable; then we have the following characterization of
met&ability among the countably compact. 
Corollary 3. Among countably compact spaces, metrizability is the existsence of a 
Countable Hausdofl Family. 
Proof. Let {Xi: i E N} be a Countable Hausdorff Family on a Countalbly Compact 
space X Let a closed set C c X and a point XE C be given. There exists uch a subset 
E, not necessarily finite, that, if we write, for every i E E, 
Ui=U{B:xEBE%$} and Vi=U{B=X&BEZi}, 
we have 
c = U&E K, X e nisE Ur* 
The set C being countably compact, there is a finite subset Fi= B, such that 
Cc UiEF Vi and if we write U = nieF Ui and V = UiaF Vi we have x E: U (which is 
open), C c V (which is open, and I/ A V = 8). 0 
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lbwtks The proof of Corollary 3 parallels that of the theorem that compact 
Hausdorff spaces are regular, cf. e.g. 9S.7 of Kelley [13]. In this,light, we can think of 
met&ability, in the Reneral case, as that which enables SOme fa&ili of bpen sets that 
separates points in mrne ways to separate‘alsai @ints’atid closed sets, in the manner 
compactness does. I> 
slbcoreer 4. (Strengthened Bin& cf. Th&orem 3.1 \iii of 191). A To i@zce X is I. 
nwtrizebk if and ot~ly if there -are &&t&bly &my in‘dexed [I$]~&pk &i&t 
coUkctks’&~ = {Au} each cushiobed [ 18] ivz &ji nde$ed c&&ion S/L {Bi,e} k&i the 
following property: Xf U is an open neiihbourhood of x E X, then there i$ Al,c such that 
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